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INTRODUCTION 

his research paper is an attempt to understand 
the nature of eighteenth century social reforms Tin India and its response by the British. Paper will 

deal with the theoretical as well as the practical aspect 
of the reforms and its limitations too. Moreover the 
paper proposes to evaluate the contribution of social 
reforms on the overall status of women in India.

Feminist Critique ,Eighteenth Century 
Reform Movement , softer and liberal .

British established their supremacy in India in 
the later half of 18th century. Although British were 
not the first outsiders but significant changes that 
affected the life of ordinary people first came with 
British rule. British conquest transformed the social 
setting in India. The new ruling class was more liberal 
in attitude. Though they introduced western 
education for preparing a class of people fit for the jobs 
of clerks and translators, western education made the 
Indian elite male aware of the western culture which 
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was softer and liberal in its approach toward women. It 
worked as an eyewash for this new elite class. 
Consequently we witness reform movements 
targeting social evils in the society. Moreover Colonial 
bosses, though politically motivated, too played an 
important role in these reforms.

Sati question was the first to get addressed by 
reformers as well as the British.  In colonial period 
British extended the term, with the result it is now 
used for both the practice and the practitioner. Though 
practiced prominently in Bengal and Rajasthan, sati 
became a socially sanctioned custom and was on its 
peak in early 19th century. This brutal practice 
attracted a lot of criticism from western educated elite 
as well as British rulers. Raja Rammohun Roy 
successfully championed for the abolition of sati. He 
provided the evidences that sati was not an ancient 
practice and entered Indian society in Puranic age and 
afterwards. Ultimately sati system was declared 
invalid by Lord William Bentinck in 1829. British who 
wanted to justify their rule in India used the white 
men’s burden theory and claimed to civilize India. Lata 
Mani has argued that British preoccupation with sati in 
early 19th century was less about burning women 
than it was about defining the parameters of colonial 
control. Another point is that since the official concern 
was to abolish it ‘safely’ it made the debate centered 
whether sati was scripturally sanctioned or not. 
Although reformers argued against sati but they 
articulated their argument on the basis of scriptures 
rather than as an issue of individual human rights. 
They defended the traditions from British criticism for 
being uncivilized. So ultimately we can agree with 
what Mani writes: tradition was thus not the ground 
on which the status of women was being contested. 
Rather the reverse was true: women in fact became 
the site on which tradition was debated and 
reformulated.

In the row of reforms rights of widow 
remarriage too was zealously advocated by such 
ardent social reformers like Ishwar Chandra 
Vidyasagar in Bengal, and Malabari, poet Narmad, 
Justice Ranade and K. Natrajan in Bombay. It was 
finally legalized in 1856, despite harsh criticism by 
orthodoxy.  Though the law was passed its impact 
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however was limited and contradictory. In Maharashtra, where the issue of widow remarriage had greater force, 
supporters for the cause were found to be at fault in a public debate in Poona in 1870  by the Shankaracharya of 
the Kabir Math and obliged to do penance. The widows who remarried were very few. The social acceptance of 
the act was very difficult. To ensure the upward mobility (through Sanskritisation process) mobile middle classes 
who earlier practiced widow remarriage now tried to prevent their widows from doing so. Moreover the nature 
of the legislation itself was conservative, which disinherited the widow who remarried of her right to property of 
her deceased husband; this dissuaded her from marrying.  So the remarriage act did not change the status of 
widows. Though Vidyasagar did a lot of efforts but widow remarriage never received the approval of his society. 
Like Rammohun Roy, Vidyasagar too drew upon shastras to argue that widow remarriage was sanctioned by the 
scriptures, though his use of shastra differed from that of Roy.

Female infanticide too was prohibited in 1870 through legislation. But in actual practice, female 
infanticide received a fillip during the colonial rule due to the changing economy of colonial period like demand 
of state for timely revenue payments, increasing dowry demands, combined with parents wishing to have more 
sons to work on land or to join army. 

The age of consent for the consummation of marriage was raised from 8 to 12 in 1892. Two well-
publicised case of Rukhmabai and Phulmoni (1890), a child bride of Bengal who died as a result of brutal sexual 
intercourse by her thirty-five year old husband. The colonial British Indian government which faced the revolt of 
1857 was in dilemma, whether to be liberal or not to disturb and intervene in social traditions of the subjects. 
Ultimately British govt. passed the act in 1892. However there were no convictions under the act until thirty 
years later. Till then new dynamics emerged in India and women’ organizations like AIWC started articulating 
opinion for further higher age of marriage, which was ultimately recognized legally by Sharda act which was 
passed in October 1929 and came into force. This act set the age of marriage 14 for girls and 18 for boys. The 
ecstasy soon faded away with Muslim leaders asking to amend the law to exclude Muslims. Moreover 
enforcement of the act was practically non-existent. Conviction was hard and the convict was often granted 
pardon.  

  Though the act was in the right direction but limited in its approach. At no time did AICW argue that the 
decision of whether or not to marry, whom to marry and when to marry should be a matter of individual right. 
Rather, they couched their support of a later age of marriage in terms of preparing a woman to fit for her 
biological roles. Women organizations too adopted a myopic vision and failed to foresee the very basic idea of 
individuality.
 Women education too got an impetus under British rule. Earlier women education was seen as 
suspicious. It was a common belief that woman with the knowledge of letters will soon after marriage become a 
widow. Their morality was dubious too. With the introduction of English education some elite class women too 
got a chance to study. The earliest schools for girls were open in India through funding by the Church Missionary 
Society, and were the first tangible attempt to modernize Indian women. In case of female education, early 
supporters saw opportunities for social mobility as the demand for educated brides increased. Brahmo Samaj, 
the Bengal based society led the movement for female education. Arya Samaj, Prarthana Samaj,Theological 
Society, Ramakrishna Mission too worked for female education. Pandita Ramabai Saraswati, Mataji Tapaswini, D 
K Karve, these three are particularly significant because of their effort to build schools distinct from those of the 
religious reform organizations. D K Karve contributed a lot to widow education. British Indian Government too 
supported female education.  These educated females further led the task of popularising and expanding 
education. With the spread of education and liberal and rational ideas among the people, the practice of purdah 
began to diminish. M.G. Ranade, Gopal Hari Deshmukh and Karsandas Mujli were among the notable persons 
who worked for the betterment of women’s status.  In South India, R. Venkata Ratnam Naidu vehemently 
opposed devdasi system and Kandukuri Virasalingam Pantulu worked for marriage reforms.

 Though social reform movement addressed the plight of Indian Hindu women but it may be termed as 
limited. Modern Feminist scholarship has reinvented the colonial period and presented some vital critique of it. 
Janaki Nair comments on the “limited operation of ‘Modernisation’ paradigm”. She argues: “the agenda of 
modernization to which both colonialists and nationalist discourse laid claim, did not, indeed could not, include 
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wider transformation of Indian society.” Lata Mani rightly argues focus was not on the specific problem, but what 
constituted the authentic tradition. They though tried to do away with social evils and promote women but 
failed to identify and address the patriarchal constructs of the society, which were still unquestioned. Another 
critique of social reform movement is offered by Radha Kumar who opined that the focus of social reform 
movements reflected the upper castes who constituted the bourgeoisie. 

So, whatever arguments the reformers put were according to the scriptures. At least at that time they 
did not and were not in position to question male bias of the scriptures itself. The basic premise they held was 
whether the tradition in question is sanctioned in earlier religious literature or is mere later interpolations which 
crept in the society. They opened schools but most of the time the reason had been creating a pool of ‘good’ 
housewives and the curriculum too was designed in that way. Moreover it cannot be denied that they dealt with 
the women’s question through the lense of nationalism and not individual rights. British response too was quite 
measured and suited to their administrative needs more than anything else. The practical aspect of the acts too 
had been weak under social pressure. Still the reform movement played a very vital role and paved way for 
further developments. In the mean time women themselves realized need for their own organisatons and we 
see the upsurge of women organizations. In this context three major organizations were, the Women’s Indian 
Association (WIA), the National council for Women in India (NCWI) and the All India Women’s Conference 
(AIWC). Although these organizations were formed and run by elite women but no doubt they worked for 
improving women’s social, educational, economic and political status.               
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